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, “Dear Sylviay . en eet ee ee ne tea ent van oe anima ae it a werent opines tani eit ep 

“9 Setups herewith the-copy of the-Epsteink- you were-kindenough to sends Paul. 

Valentine, a Washington Post reporter who has beceme a friend, send a stat of his copy, 

 "hieH had certain’ advantages to which I/1]-return, As-you-will know, because it is _ 

enclosed, I have read and roughed a very rough and entirely unread commentary on it. 

As I wear (unevenly - a bit more in the knees thgn in the head, I think), I try to 
nooo Piad-twats to pace myself, Having kmnowa-for--a-week. that.I'm_going to Memphis tomorrow, I've 

spent most of the time since then cleaning up various things, including the rather large 
—-—--gmouart~of-material~E-had-+te-gather- to-prepare.that book I submitted in response to the 

government's latest motion in my suit for pictures of the clothing. Late yesterday - 
~~ af-tepneen-a- bit-of-painting.in thecellar, out for dinner with friends, a crap on TV 

after a bit of work following return, gave me a bit of time for thought, something I © 
----- -- didn! +-havein drafting. the enclosed on Epsteinke = 

_. .- ifPogether. with Paul's markings, they lead me to believe that we had better rethibk him (how Orwellian it sounds this way!). I suggest we can no longer dismiss him as a@- ~~~ ~~ 
—.- moral.leper, your apt description, . . . 

ww. Hirst of all, this was a really skilled job. In some ways it is too sophisticated 

for the Department of Justice flacks, Second, it was carefully ained and it-hit-center -----~ 

__._.... target. For the pimps for whom he whores, this reminds of me some of late~coming education 

in what used to be considered the seamier sidé of life, ‘One of my New Orleans -informants--~—-— 

i a ("a source in a position to knew") once told me that the best whores are lesbians, They 

' ge about their occupathon like thé most skilled craftsman; In this piece;Epsteink-is---.. 

__ like the lesbian whore, He did it right. If you'd seen the Washington Post editorial 

and heard the Cronkite broadcast that I- caught’ by -accident~-enly; -you!d-kmow—how-—-..-. 

perfectly he had those hidden sphincters coordinated, pulsating in just the perfect 

rhythm. While, as ‘Il said yesterday; it-is-really irrelevant--to-kmow-whether this.is.a o. 

new career for him, sort of a downtown replacement for Jerry Cohen, whose masters were 

"Ta" Ghe suburbs, the role he~ serves is significant, Aside:I—think it.might be helpful, 

~~~ d- the Lawyer, -whese-nane--escapes-me.for. the. moment. gs told me he was responsible _ 

for its publication, Krakower (now dead) with some heat when I said Jones claimed credit. 

ef some of their writings. I haven't seen what, if anything, the Times has done with this,” ~ 

i ....but.the.post deveted most ef its editorial space to a single mis culpa melded with 

praise for the stinker. Which makes me wonder just how it is that the Post got an advance” ~ 

Luv u.. Gopy._of, Ingest and did the exceptional, jumped the release date by a month or more, And 

just in time, to let them cop out on a deal, they had with tie on Whitewash, Strange" ~~~ 

things them, immediately, happened on the “Pest ‘they can, of course, be entirely 

unrelated, but the man who was raving over WW, one of their top men, Dan Kurzman; WAB er 

suddenly taken off, givens a gabbatical year, and never returned, e olite:fired. 

__ TheDT beys have advanced from the Whiteheads fo the Overstreets, which represents 

a kind of sophistication for them, They took the clue from CiA,-from whieh~ali-the~..-. ~~~. 

funds not from USIAmentioned in the enclosed came (and the USIA's could have come from 

~ “GTA, of course). ee 



With the shrinking of the genuine critical commmity to less than a corporal's 

guard, and not realizing when I began that this thinkumight be of interest to others, 

ce an __imade but two carbon, one enclosed, the other sent to another mature friend unknown 

th you. I think, however, we should give thought to what this moral Teper/ Tésbian whore ~ 

_is really up to. Eith whom and for whom, That Charles Garry used an exaggerated number 

is hardly worth the time, effort and space, So, we have a schizo character, one who in™ 

_sis other form is a running doge 

. Your own emotional involvements may not enable you to understand this, but believe 

“me, he fell far short of the Legitimate criticism of Garrison that could then have~been ~~~ 

made and weakened his case with all sorts of needless rubbish and stupid error. If we 

7 “explain this wax away by saying he was engaged-in~ propaganda. no more,;-we-are-still-left ---- 

with unanswered questions that now ought be in mind. One is that he did makes such 

errers, which Can indicate other” than-slLoppiness;-One-of--the-~ more—obvieus- explanations 2s 

that he was using what was supplied him, I am without doubt that he was not in N.0. 

~~ Tong “enough to get-more~than -a~-feeling-of--Garrison-.as-a--person,—not to_get all that stuff. .- 

I know, befause he told me (and, inerédibly, remgined on the staff) that he had helped 

~~Epsteinks Matter- of: fact; the day- that-New-Yotker. article.came.out, I_drove. Tom toa. 

Suarter newsstand and drove around the block while he got copies for use 

I expect - no visible regetion from the ‘Poste “My friend there isa decent, serious 

~ peporter-who-wantsto-follow.the..old.and respectable _standrads of the craft, I think 

he'11 think about what T sent hin. I mailed it yesterdays He might even get it todaye 

| Memphis tomorrow, 1 I have ¢ a “neh he may ask if he can show it to others. He and thet 

--present, _Managing editor came to the Post from Atlanta together, when they left the once 

respectable Constitution is sim taneous disguste He may ask Ben Bagdikian (of whom 

wf Matt. Herron could pot have spoken hore highly) to read it. Hemay do nothing. Or, the 

Post may not, But, if they are at all resentful, they just might, on a long—-shot chance, ~~ 

look into what_is behind this kind of thing, They were not happy when they learned the 

possible consequences of their departure from the callings of the craft at the time of © 

the, Bay of Pigs, when JFK enticed them, 

In any event, if you have any thoughts, I'd welcome theme And, about Jones and ) 

Vacker, under whose tutelage Epsteink did his first thing.” ae 

Pub date on “FRAME=UP has been set-back to ~3/24; which is not- a-bad-idea for-----—---------— 

reasons other than what cassed it, I doubt the books can be in the stores before then, 

“The réeasen was to permit time for further efforts at selling the subsidiary rights. —~ 

_ Typically, the publishers have not enlightened me, nor have they wanted my help, One of 

“the consequences is that im one area;~through-friends;- +. Jnow-more-aboutthe—current... 

' situation yet may not do anything. Howeverm with my experiences of the past, I. was never 

ns “hopeful of -big~bime~interest,-They-made—a-big mistake-not—to-arrange, as I asked, for 

some collateral writing on the side issues, which would have attracted more interest of 

“= ——-—--- the-etnd- I-address--above,- L-suggested,.among. other things, trying to interest the NYReview 

( (wheih also doesn't like me) in ax piece on the writer's intrusions into. the processes 

--@f-justice,-meaning-the.-three different emthods and approaches of Huie, “aiser and me, _ 

In ‘short, a different kind of inspiring of agonizing and in an Establ ishuentarian context. 

“and often, in successive letters, > established independently that they were lying. When 

_. .—- Fou_consider. that..this. was.all under Ruckelshaus and involved Kleindierst, you can see the 

Potential this would have had had they done it when R was up for confirmation to head 

on _-pollution, which is all we can expect of him. 

_.....thanks for the piece. If you ever find a spare one not marked up, I'd just like to 

have it in file in the event I later want to write of it and thus could use facsimiles ~~ 
__were I able to use offset. 1 fear Epsteink is now a ya new part .of storyo 

a ~Begt; ante 

if 


